
Jewish Martial Artists Who Made History 

Throughout history, numerous Jewish martial artists have made significant contributions to the 

world of martial arts, leaving an enduring impact on their respective disciplines. These 

individuals have not only excelled in their martial arts journeys but have also played a vital role 

in promoting and advancing their arts. In this article, we will explore the achievements and 

legacies of notable Jewish martial artists who have left an indelible mark on the martial arts 

world. 

1. Imi Lichtenfeld - Founder of Civilian Krav Maga and Global Expansion: Imi Lichtenfeld, 

born in Budapest and raised in Slovakia, is widely recognized as the founder of civilian Krav 

Maga and a driving force behind its global spread. Lichtenfeld's martial arts journey began in 

his youth, where he honed his skills in boxing, wrestling, and gymnastics. As a highly trained 

Kapap (Krav Panim El Panim) instructor in the Palmach, the elite strike force of the 

Haganah, Lichtenfeld developed Krav Maga as a practical self-defense system. He later 

became the head of the Krav Maga division in the Israel Defense Forces (IDF). Imi 

Lichtenfeld's contribution to the development and popularization of Krav Maga has made it 

one of the most widely recognized and effective self-defense systems worldwide. 

2. Dennis Hanover - Founder of Hisardut: Dennis Hanover is the founder of Hisardut, a 

comprehensive self-defense system that combines techniques from various martial arts 

disciplines. Hanover's expertise in Krav Maga, Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ), and other arts led 

him to create Hisardut, which emphasizes practical self-defense and functional training. 

Hisardut has gained recognition worldwide for its effectiveness and has been taught to 

military and law enforcement personnel, as well as civilians seeking comprehensive self-

defense skills. 

3. Haim Gozali - Israeli MMA and BJJ Practitioner: Haim Gozali is an accomplished martial 

artist and holds the distinction of being one of the highest-ranking Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ) 

practitioners in Israel. He is known for his successful career in mixed martial arts (MMA) 

and has competed in international competitions, representing Israel on a global stage. 

4. Rony Kluger - Krav Maga Expert and Head of Wingate Martial Art Instructor Courses: 

Rony Kluger is a respected Krav Maga expert and instructor known for his extensive 

knowledge and experience in the art. With a background in the Israeli military, Kluger has 

trained military personnel, law enforcement agencies, and civilians in Krav Maga. He also 

holds the position of head instructor for the Wingate Institute's martial art instructor courses, 

where he shares his expertise with aspiring martial arts instructors. 

5. Darren Levine - Krav Maga Chief Instructor: Darren Levine is a prominent figure in the 

world of Krav Maga. As one of the highest-ranking Krav Maga practitioners, he holds the 

title of Chief Instructor for Krav Maga Worldwide. Levine has dedicated his life to the 

practice and teaching of Krav Maga, promoting its effectiveness as a self-defense system. 

6. Eyal Yanilov - Krav Maga Global Founder: Eyal Yanilov is the founder of Krav Maga 

Global (KMG), an international organization dedicated to the training and dissemination of 

Krav Maga worldwide. Yanilov has played a significant role in expanding the reach of Krav 

Maga and establishing standardized training programs and instructor certifications across the 

globe. 



These are just a few of the notable Jewish martial artists who have made a lasting impact on the 

world of martial arts. Other individuals who have contributed significantly to the martial arts 

community include: 

• Noah Gross: A renowned martial arts historian and practitioner known for his extensive 

research and contributions to martial arts literature. 

• Natan Levy: A current UFC fighter representing Israel, showcasing his skills and 

representing his country on the global MMA stage. 

• Moshe Galisko: The head of the Kapap organization, preserving and promoting the Kapap 

system, which played a significant role in the development of Krav Maga. 

• Haim Zut: A prominent figure in the Israeli martial arts community, known for his expertise 

in various disciplines, including Krav Maga and Karate. 

• Raphy Elgrissy: A skilled martial artist and instructor who has made significant contributions 

to the development and dissemination of martial arts in Israel. 

• Avi Aviceedon: A respected martial artist and instructor known for his expertise in various 

martial arts disciplines, including Krav Maga. 

• Itay Gil: An accomplished martial artist and instructor who has trained military and law 

enforcement personnel in Krav Maga and other self-defense systems. 

• Moti Horenstein: The first Israeli UFC fighter who competed in the early days of the 

promotion, showcasing his skills and representing Israel on the global MMA stage. 

• Ron Rotem: A martial arts historian and practitioner known for his contributions to martial 

arts literature and research. 

These individuals, among many others, have left a lasting impact on the world of martial arts 

through their skills, knowledge, and contributions to their respective disciplines. Their dedication 

and accomplishments continue to inspire and influence martial artists worldwide. 



 


